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Prior to the RT: 

- Our SI blew through the Power Pt slides quick. He asked us one at a time to pick a memory item. 
When we came back with one, he asked us to recite a totally different one. I thought since it was 
a TCAS RT, he’d ask us the TA and RA memory items. Also asked what if you get WS on the RWY 
after V1. We were told this RT is about getting the unexpected.  
 

With that said, here’s what you might expect: 

 

Pilot B is PF for Profile A: 

SYD to CBR Proficiency Items: 

- Engines running, holding short of RWY 16R SYD. DEENA 5 WOL transition. TCAS descent RA on 
climb. Followed by “MAINTAIN VERTICAL SPEED, MAINTAIN.” We were boxed in between an 
aircraft above and an aircraft below. Radio phraseology “CX 035, TCAS RA.” Once CLEAR OF 
CONFLICT, have the PM select FLCH.  

- Cleared the RAZZI 1B STAR to the CBR VOR RWY 17. WOL direct RAZZI cleans up the 
discontinuity as per the clearance.  

- Captain goes incapacitated in cruise. Fly the aircraft, run the checklist, declare MAYDAY, utilize 
your resources, communicate, etc. 

- The Captain had WX displayed on his ND but was now of course, incapacitated. With terrain a 
threat going into CBR, remember to select TERR on somebody’s ND upon descent through MSA 
or better yet 10000’.   

- Requested an ILS for an Autoland but the ILS was out. 
- CBR weather 250/25 20K OVC 020.  
- Shot the VOR RWY 17 and landed CBR. 

 

LOS CBR to MEL FO & CN 

- Engines running holding short of RWY 17 CBR. TANTA 9 SID chart 30-1. Terrain relevant on 
departure. TCAS TA that never turned into an RA.  

- During climb through about 18000’, got a call from one of the cabin crew that door 2L is hissing 
and their ears are popping. The ECS block had not appeared on the EICAS. Selecting the AIR 
Synoptic revealed the cabin pressurization climbing through something like 6700’ at 800fpm. 
We requested to stop the climb and then descend to 10000’. The MRA on the CFP was 9700’ 
and there was no wind. On the descent the cabin was still rising so we put the masks on and ran 
all the memory items prior to the cabin altitude reaching 10000’. We still ended up getting the 



CABIN ALT EICAS. MAYDAY ATC, STAR’d the ISM, ran the checklist. PM don’t forget “2 to go” and 
“1 to go”. Removed the masks as the cabin descended below 10000’. Remember to let the ISM 
know when the cabin can remove their O2 masks because this step is no longer in the ECL.  

- CBR was now closed. MEL weather was 250/25, OVC 020 but had an aircraft stuck on RWY 16 
leaving us with 6400’ landing distance available. We also had the option of the RNAV Z RWY 27 
chart 50-11. RWY 27 is the shorter RWY at 7500’ or we could go to Avalon. At less than 200T and 
the wind basically 25kts down the RWY, it was a no brainer to shoot the RNAV to RWY 27.  

- It was a straight forward approach and landing. Had the trucks roll for precautionary reasons to 
have a look at our possible hull rupture. Evacuation not necessary.  

Pilot B is still not done. Instead of having to do a lot of seat swapping, the SI continued with Pilot B in the 
right seat for the approaches and landings that are supposed to be at the end of the RT session as shown 
in the PP presentation. 

- Positioned about 6-8NM final for SYD ILS Z RWY 34L Chart 50-13.  
- TCAS shows a converging aircraft 200’ above us on final approach to RWY 25. It looked like it 

was going to be another RA. The aircraft remained as proximate traffic. Just as we touched 
down, TWR told us to go-around. Advance max thrust manually, TOGA switches don’t work once 
you’ve touched down. PM says “rotate” at Vref then PF selects TOGA airborne calling “Go-
Around, Flaps 20”. Do a normal go around from there.  

- The next approach, everything seems to be normal until after touchdown, AUTOBRAKES EICAS 
MSG appears straight away. The PM calls this out and the PF then knows to apply manual 
breaking. 

 

Pilot A is PF for Profile B:  

SYD to CBR Proficiency Items: Basically a repeat of Pilot B’s 

- Engines running, holding short of RWY 16R SYD. DEENA 5 WOL transition. TCAS climb RA on 
climb. Just the one conflicting aircraft. 

- Captain goes incapacitated.  
- Returned to SYD.  
- SYD weather 250/25 20K OVC 020.  
- This time got SYD ILS Z RWY 34 chart 50-13. Autoland.  

Pilot A gets a chance at the various approaches at the end of the RT. 

- Each approach starts out on a 6-8NM final for SYD ILS Z RWY 34.  
- On the first approach, at about 150’, our speed dropped 10kts suddenly, then increased quickly 

15kts. There were no WS bells or whistles going off but things went to hell really quick and really 
low so we did a go-around. SI later revealed this was impending WS so a go-around was the 
right call. 



- The next one, TWR tells us to go-around at about 300’, and during the go-around the right 
engine fails. After initiation of the go-around we engaged the autopilot but it wasn’t flying the 
go-around proficiently (hard to believe we could do better than the autopilot but…) we 
disconnected and manually flew the rest of the go-around. 

- The third event was FLAPS DRIVE. The SI walked us through it. He told us we would get it and 
froze the position so we could fully run the checklist and appreciate the situation. The flaps 
failed between 5 and 20. Use Vref 30 + 20, increase the autobrake setting, complete the 
checklist and land. 

Good luck. 


